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Abstract

Ambisonics and higher order ambisonics (HOA) technologies aim at reproducing sound field either synthesised

or previously recorded with dedicated microphones. Based on a spherical harmonic decomposition, the sound

field is more precisely described when higher-order components are used. The presented study evaluated the

sound field reproduced with four microphones of order one to four, perceptively and objectively in terms of

localisation accuracy. A localisation test was performed on four microphones and a synthetic fourth order system.

Results showed an improvement of the localisation with higher order ambisonic microphones. Reproduced

localisation indices were calculated for the four microphones and the respective synthetic systems of order one to

four. The perceptive and objective analysis revealed the same conclusions. The localisation accuracy depends on

the ambisonic order as well as the source incidence. Furthermore, impairments linked to the microphones were

highlighted.

1 Introduction

In every points of a source-free sphere centred on the

origin of a chosen referential, the acoustic pressure can

be expressed by a Fourier-Bessel decomposition. The

theoretical decomposition induces an infinite number

of harmonics for a exact sound field representation. In

practice, the series are truncated to a finite order M .

The sound field description lies on a limited number of

spherical Fourier Bσmn coefficients, inducing a partial

sound field reproduction.

In the particular case of a plane wave reproduction of

amplitude S, coming from a direction (θS , δS), spher-

ical Fourier coefficients are defined by the spherical
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harmonics values for the direction of the plane wave

weighted by the wave amplitude S:

Bσmn = S · Y σmn(θS , δS). (1)

The ambisonic theory is based on this principle [41].

The encoding process describes as faithfully as possible

the original sound field on a limited number of spheri-

cal Fourier coefficient named ambisonic components. It

consists of decomposing the sound field on the spheri-

cal harmonics basis Y σmn. The decoding process aims to

reproduce the original encoded sound field in an area as

large as possible to feed a regular reproduction system,

composed of at least 2M + 1 loudspeakers for 2D or

(M+1)2 loudspeakers for a 3D rendering,M being the

ambisonic order. Different decoders exist either to re-

produce the original sound field, the basic decoder [12],

to optimise the rendering for a large reproduction area

- the controlled-opposite or inphase decoder [36], or to

concentrate the energy of the loudspeaker configuration

toward the direction of the source, called maxrE . A

mixed decoding option that combines basic andmaxrE

was proposed to optimise, for a given order the resolu-

tion of the reproduced sound field [24, 14, 12]. Poletti

[46] demonstrated mathematically that a suitable com-

ponent weighting improved the decoding process. Fur-

thermore, decoders for non-regular loudspeaker array

were recently developed [54].

In 1977, the National Research Development Corpo-

ration in UK and Calrec Audio under the direction of

Farrar [20, 21] published a patent that translates Ger-

zon’s theoretical principles [11] to build the first or-

der ambisonics SoundField microphone. Since then,

higher order ambisonics (HOA) microphones have been

investigated using spherical microphone array, either

open such as in [44], using a rigid sphere such as in

[48, 43, 40, 18, 61, 2], or investigating hybrid arrays

[1]. When evaluating the efficiency of ambisonic mi-

crophones, both the ambisonic technology and the mi-

crophone are sources of impairments.

As the ambisonics reproduction is a partial representa-

tion of the sound field, limits linked to the truncation

of the finite order M of the Fourier-Bessel series ap-

pear. Sound field impairment has been defined in terms

of quadratic error between the ideal and the reproduced

waves [45, 13, 38, 52], expressing a reduction of the

reproduction area proportional to the frequency. The

reproduction error was linked by Daniel to a limit fre-

quency for a reproduction area that is slightly bigger

than a centred listener’s head, for increasing truncation

orders (table 1) [14]. One would need order 16 to re-

produce the full audible bandwidth for the area of an

average head. To express synthetically the reproduc-

tion of the sound source position, Gerzon defined the

velocity vector, based on Makita’s theory [34], which

makes a connection between the apparent speed of the

wave front reproduced in stereophony and the locali-

sation phenomenon; and the energy vector, which is

defined as the barycentre of the loudspeaker directions

weighted by their energy contribution and points in the

direction of the highest concentration [24].

Regarding a partial set of localisation cues at high fre-

quency, the energy vector was interpreted by Daniel as

providing a rough estimate of the blur width of the re-

produced sound source. This blur width is objectively

characterised by the angle αE = acos(rE) [12], where

rE is the norm of energy vector. The use of HOA com-

ponentsM leads rE close to 1. Therefore the blur width
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of the sound image gets smaller with increasing order

(table 1).

Order M 1 2 3 4

flim (Hz) 700 1300 1900 2500

αE 45◦ 30◦ 22, 5◦ 18◦

Table 1: Limit frequency for an accurate reproduction

of a plane wave in an area of the size of an average head,

for an order M. Source width estimated from the energy

vector with a maxrE decoding

Ambisonics microphones have been simulated and

evaluated objectively in terms of component reproduc-

tion and physical sound field reproduction depending

on sensor configuration, sampling scheme, sensor qual-

ity, sensor mismatch and placement [40, 48, 17, 60, 49].

Most perceptive studies are based on evaluating the re-

produced sound field using a first order microphone

[19, 28, 59, 29, 5]. Studies evaluating the perceived

spatial resolution for HOA systems are mainly based on

synthesised ambisonic sound field and show that higher

order systems perform better than first order ones. Son-

tacchi et al. [53], Pulkki [47] and Bates et al. [4]

evaluated HOA systems in terms of localisation per-

formance. Results have shown an improvement of lo-

calisation with an increase of the ambisonic order (a

third order approach is recommended by Sontacchi et

al. [53]).

This study investigates the performance of four am-

bisonics microphones: the SoundField microphone and

three HOA microphone prototypes developed in Orange

Labs in the horizontal plane. First a localisation test

performed with the four microphones and a synthetic

fourth order system is presented. Then an objective

evaluation was carried out on the four microphones and

four synthetic first to fourth order systems, using the

same decoding option than the one used for the percep-

tive study. A distortion index was derived from theory

to describe the blur width of a reproduced source as a

function of its incidence angle αE . In order to com-

pare the sound field the listener’s ears, interaural time

differences were calculated for the eight systems. Fi-

nally, a localisation model estimating the direction of a

sound source was used to compare the performance of

the systems.

2 Evaluated microphones

2.1 SoundField microphone

The SoundField microphone reconstructs the directiv-

ity of ambisonics signals (W, X, Y and Z) combining

signals from 4 hypercardioid sensors placed at the sur-

face of a regular tetrahedron, thus allowing a quasi-

coincident recording (figure 1). The error is negligi-

ble at low frequency. However, beyond a certain fre-

quency the component directivities cannot be strictly

reconstructed due to phase conflict. An equalisation to

improve the ratio between the omni and bi-directional

component was proposed by Gerzon and Craven [11]

and implemented in the SoundField encoder.

2.2 The Higher Order Ambisonics proto-

types

If the first order harmonics (omnidirectional and bidi-

rectional components) can be directly created by com-
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Figure 1: SoundField microphone. Left, sketch of a

regular tetrahedron. The capsules are placed on each

side. Right, SoundField microphone from Farrar’s work

[20, 21].

bining elementary microphone capsules (cardioid or bi-

directional) as if they were coincident, it is not the case

for higher order harmonics. For higher order directiv-

ities that are not intrinsically contained in elementary

combinations to appear, one has to involve more numer-

ous and non-coincident capsules, exploiting both phase

and amplitude differences between captured signals.

Two HOA microphone prototypes of order 2 and 4 have

been developed in Orange Labs. Moreau detailed the

description of the fourth order prototype [39, 38, 40].

2.2.1 Second order microphone

The second order microphone (figure 2) is composed

of 12 sensors positioned in a dodecahedron configura-

tion on a semi rigid sphere (plastic ball) of 7 cm diame-

ter. The sensors are evenly distributed on the sphere and

spaced from 3.875 cm (arc length). The phase relation-

ships between captured signals are unambiguous spatial

information only for wavelengths larger than twice the

inter-sensor spacing, e.g. for frequencies below the so-

called spatial aliasing frequency. If a classic encoder

is considered the aliasing frequency is 4400 Hz, above

which this limit spatial informations become inconsis-

tent. This microphone is named 12-sensor in the fol-

lowing sections.

Figure 2: Second order ambisonics microphone. Left,

sketch of 12 sensors placed in dodecahedron. Right, the

prototype developed at Orange Labs.

2.2.2 Third order microphone

A third order microphone can be derived from the 8 sen-

sors positioned on the horizontal plane of the 32 sensor

microphone (figure 3). This encoder is aimed to repro-

duce a sound field in the horizontal plane only as it does

not have elevated sensors. This microphone is named 8-

sensor in the following sections. The eight sensors are

not equally distributed on the horizontal ring (as the po-

sitions depend on the 32-sensor configuration). There-

fore two theorical aliasing frequencies are calculated :

6700 Hz and 7500 Hz.

2.2.3 Fourth order microphone

The fourth order microphone (figure 3) is composed of

32 sensors positioned in a pentaki dodecahedron con-

figuration on a semi rigid sphere (plastic ball) of 7 cm
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diameter (identical at the second order microphone’s

one).This microphone is named 32-sensor in the fol-

lowing sections. This configuration creates two dif-

ferent distances between adjacent sensors, 2.5 cm and

2.283 cm, which results in theoretical spatial alias-

ing frequencies that would be between 6700 Hz and

7500 Hz, with a classic encoder.

Figure 3: Fourth order ambisonics microphone. Left,

sketch of 32 sensors placed in a pentaki dodecahedron

configuration. RIght, the prototype developed at Or-

ange Labs.

2.3 Optimised encoding

The four microphones have been measured in the ane-

choic chamber of IRCAM. For each microphone, the

measurements were sampled from −40◦ to 90◦ in ele-

vation and from 0◦ to 360◦ in azimuth with a stepsize

of 5◦. The procedure is described in details in [40].

In order to exploit the best potential of the four micro-

phones, a specific encoding optimising the performance

was used. The ambisonic components of the Sound-

Field microphone were recorded directly, therefore tak-

ing into account the equalisation proposed by Gerzon

and Craven [11]. Furthermore for each HOA proto-

type, sensor responses were measured and combined to

form an optimised encoding that minimises the influ-

ence of their non-flatness and their discrepancies [40].

By measuring the sensors responses for a representa-

tive set of sound source incidences in space, we obtain

a transfer matrix that links the sensors responses to the

sound source positions. In parallel, a target HOA en-

coding matrix can be obtained by computing the spher-

ical harmonic coefficients for the same set of sound

source directions. The matrix of the optimised encod-

ing is then defined as the pseudo-inverse of the transfer

matrix multiplied by the matrix of the HOA encoding

coefficient. A regularisation factor is applied during the

inversion of the transfer matrix in order to limit the low

frequency amplification and control the signal-to-noise

ratio. The optimised encoding aims at reproducing the

sound field restricted to the horizontal plane. It pushes

up the limit of the aliasing frequency and reduces the

equalisation effort at low frequency. The reproduction

of non-horizontal sound sources could induce spatial

and spectral distortion. This choice has been made to

compare the performances of all the microphones for

an horizontal rendering. This encoding has been im-

plemented for the three HOA microphones for an opti-

mised rendering in the horizontal plane.

For 12-sensor and 32-sensor microphones (order 2

and 4 respectively) the response of the non-horizontal

sensors was projected to the horizontal plane, which re-

duced the distance between sensors, therefore pushes

the limit of the aliasing frequency. This operation did

not occurred for the 8-sensor (third order) that used al-

ready the 8 sensors of the horizontal plane of the 32-
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sensor, therefore its frequency limit did not improve.

Table o summarize

2.4 Encoding limits

From Shannon criteria, an ambiguity in the encoding

process occurs from the aliasing frequency defined as:

faliasing =
c

2Rγ
(2)

where c is the speed of sound, R the radius of the

sphere and γ the maximum angle between two sensors.

To characterise the encoding of the four microphones

a spatial correlation and a level difference has been cal-

culated between the directivity of the measured com-

ponents and theoretical spherical harmonics. This al-

lowed to synthetically estimate the degree of similarity

of the directivity shape of the ambisonics components.

The contribution of the encoded components could then

be deduced from these indices. A frequency range for

which components were well reproduced for a thresh-

old of attenuation lower than −3 dB is exposed in ta-

ble 3.

The SoundField microphone shows a good reproduc-

tion of the ambisonics components on almost all the

frequency range. Similarly to the SoundField micro-

phone, the HOA microphones have the components 0

and 1 well synthesised up to a frequency much higher

than the theoretical limit frequency flim thanks to the

optimized encoding. The frequency limit of reconstruc-

tion of these components is lower for the 12- and 8-

sensor microphones than for the 32-sensor microphone.

The analysis shows a good reproduction of the higher

order components associated to each HOA microphone

but for a limited frequency range only. Although an

optimised encoding is used for each HOA microphone

pushing the lower and upper limit frequencies of the

reproduction of each component, the frequency range

where the components are well reproduced can be con-

sidered as non-optimal if the theoretical limit frequen-

cies flim (table 1) above which the area of reproduc-

tion is smaller than an average head, are considered.

Increasing the gain of the high order components to

compensate for these non-optimal limits would raise the

noise floor of the recording at low frequency. Therefore

the HOA components were kept as such.

2.5 Decoder

For the perceptive and objective evaluation, all the sys-

tems were decoded using a mix decoding option, op-

timising the resolution of the reproduced sound field.

The basic decoder [12] reproduces a plane wave in a

zone slightly bigger than an average head until a limit

frequency flim depending on the order (cf. table 1).

Beyond this frequency, the maxrE decoding option

concentrates the energy contributions of the loudspeak-

ers in the sound source direction [14, 12]. Shelf fil-

ters [23] placed before the decoding matrix were imple-

mented. A biquadratic infinite impulse response (IIR)

was created for each order with flim (cf. table 1) as

a transition frequency. The system was composed of

more loudspeakers than the minimum required num-

ber, 2M + 1 (M being the ambisonics order), to avoid

the detent effect that pulls the sound toward the closest

loudspeaker of the reproduced sound source direction

[25, 23, 22]. All systems were decoded in order to feed

a 12-loudspeaker reproduction system.
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SoundField microphone 12-sensor 8-sensor 32-sensor

Diameter 3.14 cm? 7 cm 7 cm 7 cm

Sensors spacing ? 3.875 cm 2.5 cm and 2.283 cm 2.5 cm and 2.283 cm

Aliasing frequency 7500 Hz ? 4400 Hz 6700 Hz - 7500 Hz 6700 Hz - 7500 Hz

Optimized frequency 7500 Hz ? ? 6700 Hz - 7500 Hz ?

Table 2: Specification of the four microphones

order 1 order 2 order 3 order 4

SoundField microphone >16500 - - -

12-sensor microphone 100 - 8300 900 - 4700 - -

8-sensor microphone 300 - 7000 1400 - 5300 2800 - 6000 -

32-sensor microphone 100 - 18000 1000 - 17400 2000 - 18000 3400 - 17800

flim 700 1300 1900 2500

Table 3: Frequency range for which ambisonics components of the measured microphones are well reproduced for

a threshold of attenuation lower than −3 dB. The frequency flim represents the upper frequency limit of accurate

reproduction over an area about the size of a head.
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3 Subjective evaluation

To investigate perceptively the performance of the four

microphones on reproducing accurately the direction of

a sound source, a localisation test was performed1.

3.1 Methods of report

In localisation tests, listeners are asked to report their

judgment of a perceived sound source direction. De-

pending on the application, a great number of differ-

ent reporting techniques have been used either in free

field evaluation with physical sound sources or in sound

reproduction (virtual sound source position) evaluation

[37, 42, 57, 35, 26, 10, 31, 27, 33]. However, reporting

methods may introduce bias or imprecision, depending

on the equipment, the test (and training) duration, point-

ing precision, ability to report sound source position in

all directions [51, 16].

The presented test aimed to measure the localisation ac-

curacy of the listener for reproduced sources of different

position on the horizontal plane, therefore independent

of visual pointing. In previous studies using an acous-

tics pointer, the target was either a physical source or

a synthesised static virtual sound source. The acous-

tic pointer was a moveable loudspeaker mounted on a

rotating device aiming at matching the position of the

static source [31, 47]. The proposed method reversed

the respective role of the pointer and the target sound.

The spatialisation method was used to build the virtual

rotating pointer, whereas the reference sound was static

and reproduced by a single loudspeaker. This inversion

1preliminary version of the results was presented at the Audio

Eng. Soc. 30th Int. Conference, Saariselkä, Finland, March 2007.

was made possible because the ambisonics technique

(as well as all spatialisation techniques) allows a sound

source to be continuously reproduced on a circle using

a limited number of loudspeakers.

The task of the subject consisted in matching a virtual

sound source (created by one of the ambisonic encoding

systems) with a real sound source (a loudspeaker). The

virtual source was moved with a digital knob (without

notch and stop) with one degree precision. It should be

noted that the relation between the knob position and

the pointer direction was not absolute. The only estab-

lished information was the knob rotation direction. This

prevented subjects from relying mainly on gesture, and

thus put the emphasis on the auditory feedback. How-

ever, this constraint may have increased the difficulty

of the task since the knob and pointer relation was not

deterministic.

3.2 Systems under test

The four microphones as well as a synthetic 4th order

encoder were tested:

• SoundField microphone, first order,

• 12-sensor microphone, second order,

• 8-sensor microphone, third order,

• 32-sensor microphone, fourth order,

• a synthetic 4th order encoder.

The synthetic 4th order encoder was calculated from

the equations of a theoretical encoding for a reproduc-

tion in the horizontal plane.

The sound source (the acoustic pointer) was pro-

jected on the spherical harmonics reproduced with the
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measured microphones for every directions. The spher-

ical harmonics were then decoded using a mix decoding

option, as explained in section 2.5.

3.3 Reproduction system

Twelve loudspeakers evenly distributed among a ring of

48 loudspeakers composed the HOA reproduction sys-

tem (displayed in figure 4).

The 48 loudspeakers were regularly spaced every 7.5◦

on a dodecagonal structure with a radius of 1.5 m.

They were mid-range monitor prototypes developed by

Studer (100 Hz - 20000 Hz). To compensate for the

loudspeaker influence and the unperfect concentricity

of the structure, the loudspeakers were measured by a

microphone placed at the centre of the system (listener’s

position). Filters were calculated and applied for all

loudspeakers’ equalization. A regularisation factor was

applied to limit the inversion effort of the filters. Con-

sequently above 16 kHz, the sound was filtered by the

loudspeaker responses.

The reproduction system was located in a listening

room composed of absorbent wall panels and ceiling at

Orange Labs. The room reverberation time was 0.3 s for

frequencies below 500 Hz and 0.2 s above. An acous-

tically transparent curtain was hiding the system to the

listener.

3.4 Stimuli

The target stimulus was played through a single loud-

speaker while the pointer was an ambisonic reproduced

sound source. The target and pointer were spectrally

different to avoid tonal match.

0°
352.5°15°

45°

75°

120°

150°

180°
195°

225°

270°

300°

330°

Figure 4: Listening system and target positions. The 48

loudspeakers of the ring are depicted by small crosses

(+). The loudspeakers used for the various HOA sound

pointer decoding are displayed with a superimposed cir-

cle (o). The loudspeakers used for the different tar-

get directions are depicted by superimposed diagonal

crosses (x).
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3.4.1 Target stimulus

The target stimulus was a 206 ms train of nine 22 ms

white noise bursts modulated in amplitude. Two bursts

were separated by 1 ms. The average sound level was

70 dB SPL at the ears of the listener.

3.4.2 Acoustic pointer stimulus

A broadband uniformly masking noise [62] (20 Hz to

20 kHz) was used to build the pointer stimulus. Its large

frequency range ensured that all localisation cues were

used. The noise had to be filtered to account for both the

decoding process and compensation of the loudspeaker

reproduction system. However, the pointer being dy-

namic (following the knob rotation) a real-time imple-

mentation would have resulted in possible delays due

to the size of the filters. Therefore artefacts may have

occurred during the listening phase. It was decided to

pre-process the pointer stimuli. Therefore the noise was

convolved with the encoded impulse responses of each

system, corresponding to the 360 possible directions

of the pointer. Adjusting the pointer simply consisted

in playing and switching between pre-processed multi-

channel sound files. Each noise burst duration was lim-

ited to 150 ms to avoid any sensation of static sound and

large jump in between different sound directions.

3.5 Test procedure

The pointer and target sounds were alternately pre-

sented and separated by a 150 ms silence (as shown in

figure 5). The listener had twenty-five target - pointer

presentations to adjust the pointer to the target direction.

The overall presentation duration (17.4 s) was a com-

promise between the answer’s time and the repetition

number that the listener needed to adjust the pointer.

The initial direction of the pointer was randomly cho-

sen between ±20◦ and ±60◦ around the target direc-

tion. The listener was not aware of this first direction.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
−0.5

−0.3

0

0.3

0.5

Time

A
m

p
lit

u
d
e

Figure 5: Sequence of 2 target - acoustic pointer stimuli,

presentation in time domain.

As the pointer stimulus was pre-processed for each

pointer direction it could not move simultaneously with

the knob rotation. However, all knob movements were

recorded and taken into account for pointer play back.

Thirteen target directions were chosen in the horizon-

tal plane, favouring the evaluation of the frontal lis-

tening area (figure 4). The spatial distribution of the

sound source positions was not symmetrical (left/right)

but were evenly distributed in order to span the hori-

zontal plane. Seven target positions corresponded to

one of the loudspeakers used for ambisonic reproduc-

tion. The remaining six were chosen among the other

36 loudspeakers. The listener was standing in the centre

of the ring. Although the head was not fixed she/he was
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instructed not to move it and to fix a visual reference

mark that was placed in the 0◦ direction.

The listener was first familiarised with all the virtual

ambisonic pointers (without naming them) and the re-

lation between the rotation of the knob and the mov-

ing sound source. Then, a short training session (10

sequences) was proposed, where all systems were pre-

sented for two random target directions. Afterwards,

the test was composed of 195 sequences (13 directions

x 5 systems x 3 repetitions) randomly presented. Each

target direction was started by pressing a trigger. This

allowed the listener to anticipate the end of the sequence

by switching to the next one or to take a break during the

test whenever she/he wanted. The test lasted approx-

imately one hour and breaks were advised after each

20 min.

3.6 Listeners

Fourteen listeners including four women and ten men

took part in the experiment. Their age varied from 22 to

45. All listeners reported no hearing problem but their

hearing threshold had not been measured before the ex-

periment. All listeners had listening test experience in

the past but only three of them had experience in spa-

tial sound listening, and were therefore considered as

experienced listeners.

3.7 Analysis

3.7.1 Choice of the pointing value

The listener had a restricted time to adjust the pointer

to the target direction. The number of 25 repetitions

was determined by trials testing the time of adjusting

the pointer to the target with all systems (from first to

fourth order). Nevertheless the pointer value to consider

for analysis was investigated. In 76.4% of cases the lis-

tener anticipated the answer stopping the sequence be-

fore the end of the 25 repetitions, as shown in figure 7

a), b) and d). This means that 25 iterations were suffi-

cient for listeners to adjust their answers in the majority

of cases. The final pointer value was considered for the

analysis.

For the other 23.6% it is interesting to check whether

the listener was actually still manipulating the knob or

if she/he had converged to a stable answer. Firstly,

an analysis of variance on the number of repetitions

showed that the evolution of the diverging answers did

not decrease along the test (F(194) = 1, p = 0.49).

Therefore the non convergence was not due to a train-

ing effect. Secondly, the variability of the pointer was

analysed. The standard deviation of the pointer direc-

tion for the last five repetitions (i.e. the last 3 seconds

of the sequence) was considered with a threshold set

at 10◦. If the standard deviation was lower than 10◦

then the pointer was considered as converging. The

standard deviation was greater than 10◦ for 5.27% of

cases (144 over 2730). This means the listener had not

succeeded to find a stable pointer position before the

end of the sequence. An example is visualised figure 7

c). Interestingly, the majority of these cases occurred

with the microphones of order 1 to 3 and very few oc-

curred with the fourth order systems. Most divergences

occurred with the SoundField microphone (48.6% of

cases or 2.56% of total occurrence). The 8-sensor mi-

crophone accounted for 27.8% of cases (or 1.46% of to-

tal occurrence) and the 12-sensor microphone for 18%
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of cases (or 0.95% of total occurrence). Very few di-

vergences occurred with the 4th order systems (3.5% of

cases or 0.18% of total occurrence with the 32-sensor

microphone and 2.1% of cases or 0.10% of total occur-

rence for the synthetic 4th order encoder) as displayed

in figure 6. The 8-sensor microphone (third order) ac-

counted higher number of pointer divergences than the

12-sensor (second order). This can be due to the non-

optimised frequency range of harmonics recreation of

first and second order for the 8-sensor (3), even though

a large frequency band noise was used. Furthermore, a

general trend shows divergences were mainly occurring

for the side target directions (namely 120◦, 225◦, 270◦

and 300◦).

SoundField 12−sensor 8−sensor 32−sensor synth 4th order
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5
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Systems

O
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u
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e
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c
e
 (

p
e
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e
n
t)

1st order 2nd order 3rd order 4th order 4th order

Figure 6: Percentage of the number of cases where

the pointer was diverging during the last five target-

pointer presentations for the five systems under test.

This observation reveals the difficulty of the listener to

find an accurate adjustment and a conclusive direction

in some cases. All the pointer values were included in

the subsequent analysis.

3.7.2 Listeners’ performance

Prior to comparing the different systems performances,

an analysis was conducted on individual performances

to verify that the error was brought by the system and

not by the ability of the listener to localise a source.

Previous localisation tests demonstrated inter-listener

variability in free field and with greater magnitude with

reproduction systems [27, 55, 58]. In localisation of

natural sources situated in front of the listener, the error

is 1◦ with a localisation blur of ±3.6◦ for a broad band

signal [7].

The last pointer positions were interpreted as the per-

ceived direction of the auditory event reproduced by

one of the ambisonic systems. The interquartile range

designates 25 % and 75 % of the pointer positions for

each target direction and represents the dispersion of

the pointer positions for a given target direction. It is

interpreted as an uncertainty of matching the pointer to

the target direction. Therefore it is an estimate of the

system accuracy in reproducing the sound source direc-

tion.

The median of the unsigned angular error for all sys-

tems and all target directions of each participant var-

ied from 6◦ to 12◦ with a maximum interquartile range

of 20◦ for some listeners, highlighting the difficulty of

the task. Although the listener’s ability to localise real

sound sources has not been assessed, the synthetic 4th

order system showed results close to natural localisa-

tion resolution. Indeed a signed angular error of −0.5◦

(with an interquartile range of 6◦) has been calculated

for the frontal direction 0◦ and a signed angular error

of 2◦ (with an interquartile range of 4◦) was calculated

for 352◦. The pointing error using the synthetic 4th or-
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Figure 7: Pointer trajectory examples. The dotted line represents the target direction. The star indicates the last

pointer position. The associated number corresponds to the repetition number before validation of the pointer

direction by the listener.

der system is within the range of the natural localisa-

tion blur for frontal sound source directions. Therefore,

we considered that the system could reproduce frontal

sound sources and that the listeners were able to re-

port the sound source direction when well reproduced.

An analysis of variance (repeated measures) on the un-

signed error, based on the following factors: 1) system

(SoundField, 12-sensor, 8-sensor, 32-sensor and syn-

thetic 4th order), 2) direction (0◦, 15◦, 45◦, 75◦, 120◦,

150◦, 180◦, 195◦, 225◦, 270◦, 300◦, 330◦ and 352◦),

3) listeners (14) and 4) repetition (1 to 3), revealed

that the listeners’ performance was significantly differ-

ent (F(13) = 5.62, p<0.01) and that the interaction be-

tween listeners and systems was also significantly dif-

ferent (F(52) = 2.6, p < 0.01). However the interaction

between listeners and source directions was not signifi-

cantly different (F(156) = 1.09, p = 0.22), which means

that there is a coherency across listener’s judgment.

A hierarchical ascendant method established that one

listener had different score than the 13 others. From

individual results, apart from the fact that he/she ob-

tained an average unsigned error of 23◦ (total average

unsigned error across all listeners: 12◦), it was observed

that the listener did not rate differently the SoundField

microphone and the 8-sensor microphone, but had "av-

erage" discrepancies for the three other systems. Fur-
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thermore, some listeners had more discrepancies be-

tween the different systems than others, which had more

uniform errors across the different systems (results of

three listeners were found to be non significantly differ-

ent for the five systems (p = 0.3, p = 0.13 and p = 0.03)).

Surprisingly, this difference was not conducted by the

expertise of the listener. Despite these discrepancies,

the trend of the results was similar for all the listeners.

Therefore all the results were kept for further analysis.

3.7.3 Perceived pointer direction

The analysis carried out on the unsigned error (pre-

sented in section 3.7.2) revealed a strong influence of

the system (F(4) = 21.28, p < 0.01) and of the direction

(F(12) = 9.14, p < 0.01).

As stated in 3.5, six target positions (0◦, 120◦, 150◦,

180◦, 270◦ and 330◦) were located on one of the loud-

speakers used to render the ambisonic pointer. The

seven other targets were played by loudspeakers located

outside the HOA reproduction system. An analysis of

variance (repeated measures) was carried out on the un-

signed errors considering the two target playback sys-

tems. It showed no influence (F(1) = 0.28, p = 0.6) of

the rendering system on the target source. Hence, the

matching between the pointer and target direction was

not influenced by any spectral similarity related to the

reproduction system.

The unsigned angular errors as well as the associated

interquartile ranges of the different systems for each di-

rection are displayed in figure 8. Figure 9 displays the

perceived directions as a function of target directions

for each system. For both figures, results are folded in a

semi plane 0◦ - 180◦. The effect of the source direction

from one side of the listener or the other could not be

statistically evaluated as no directions were duplicated

in both sides, but the results do not show prevalence to

one side or the other.
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Figure 8: Top: median of the absolute (unsigned) er-

ror for the five systems under test as a function of the

target directions. Bottom : associated interquartile

range.

For all systems the frontal target directions (0◦, 7.5◦,

15◦ and 30◦) were all well matched. A total signed an-

gular error of 2◦ (with an interquartile range of 11◦)

was measured. The smallest signed angular error 0◦

(with an interquartile range of 8.5◦) was measured with

the synthetic 4th order system. The SoundField mi-

crophone had a signed angular error of 0.5◦ but an in-

terquartile range of 14.5◦. The highest signed angular

error was measured with the 8-sensor: 4◦ (with 13◦ of

interquartile range).

For lateral directions (45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦, 120◦ and

135◦) larger errors appeared, especially for the Sound-

Field microphone (signed angular error of 25◦ at 120◦)

and for the 8-sensor (signed angular error of 10◦ and

12◦ at 60◦ and 75◦ respectively). The error was even
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more pronounced when considering the interquartile

range that varied from 10◦ (for the 4th order systems

at 45◦) to 50◦ for the SoundField microphone at 90◦.

Lastly, as illustrated in figures 8 and 9, the error was

decreasing for target directions behind the listener

(150◦, 165◦, 180◦).

3.7.4 Confusions

Front to back and back to front confusions were ob-

served in 3.85 % of cases (105 over 2730). All pointer

positions recorded in the opposite hemisphere to the tar-

get direction was considered as a confusion. With this

calculation, angular mismatch could have been identi-

fied as a confusion. Therefore the confusion rate is dis-

played in figure 10 as a function of target position. The

majority of the confusions was observed for the lateral

target directions 75◦ and 120◦ (as shown figure 10). The

SoundField microphone alone accounted for 39 % of all

confusions (or 1.50 % of the total results), the 12-sensor

microphone for 17.1 % of confusions (or 0.66 % of the

total results), the 8-sensor microphone for 26.7 % (or

1.03 % of the total results) and the fourth order sys-

tems (the 32-sensor microphone and the synthetic en-

coder) accounted for 7.6 % and 9.5 % of confusions (or

0.29 % and 0.37 % of the total results) respectively. In

free field Makous and Middlebrooks observed that con-

fusions occurred in average in 6 % of cases when using

a pointing method [35]. In sound reproduction, Wenzel

et al. measured more than 30 % (mean value) of front

to back confusion in binaural reproduction with non-

individual HRTF [55]. Guastavino et al. found a con-

fusion rate of 38 % when using a first order ambisonics

system for a localisation task [29]. In natural listen-

ing environment, confusions are often resolved by small

head movements that slightly change the interaural in-

dices. In our test, the listeners did not have their head

fixed and, even though they were asked to not move the

head, small movements might have occurred removing

localisation ambiguities therefore helping them to re-

solve some confusions. Wightman and Kistler showed

that confusions can be reduced by head movement but

also by displacement of the source, only if the listener is

responsible for the sound source movement [58]. Even

though the target was fixed, the participant was dy-

namically controlling the movement of the reproduced

pointer with a knob. Therefore, the method of report

might have helped reducing the front to back confu-

sions.
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Figure 10: Confusions as a function of azimuth angle

4 Objective evaluation of the re-

produced sound field

The subjective evaluation concluded that localisation

error was increasing for lateral directions and that the

15



sound source was perceived more accurately when re-

produced with higher order systems. To investigate the

impairment brought by the system, an objective evalua-

tion was performed on first and higher order ambisonics

systems.

4.1 Theoretical limits

The blur width characterised by Daniel [12] (introduced

in section 1) provides a generic indication of the theo-

retical performance of the reproduction system. This

index can be expanded as a function of the incidence

angle of the reproduced source. In localisation of nat-

ural sound sources, the reduction of interaural differ-

ences leads to a reduction of sound source lateralisation,

which means that the sound source is perceived closer

to the median plane (of the listener). By projecting the

energy vector on the interaural axis and assuming that

the listener does not move (or rotate) his/her head, the

angle αE predicts a deviation angle of the reproduced

sound source located at ±90◦. More generally accord-

ing to the energy vector prediction the unity vector that

would describe the possible perceived direction has the

same projection on the interaural axis −→y as the energy

vector
−→
E . It lays on a cone at an angular distance from

the interaural axis given by θcone = acos(
−→
E · −→y ), one

possible position on the horizontal plane being

θdeviation = asin(rE · sin(αE)). (3)

The projection of the angular difference between the en-

ergy vector and the unity vector varies as a function of

the sound source direction and the norm of the energy

vector (linked to the ambisonics order). The angular

distortion between the ideal and the reproduced source

direction is displayed as a function of the sound source

incidence in figure 11. The blur width of the repro-

duced sound source gets smaller at the side of the lis-

tener when the ambisonic order increases. However it

is less affected by the system order when the source gets

closer to the median plane (in front and at the back of

the listener).
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Figure 11: Angular distortion for systems of order 1 to 4

(using a maxrE decoding option). Virtual sound source

directions are displayed along the x-axis. Azimuth 0◦

represents the frontal direction.

4.2 Simulated reproduction at the lis-

tener’s ears

In order to characterise the rendering at the listener’s

ears, the reproduced interaural time difference (ITD)

was estimated for all different systems. ITD is used

to predict the sound source direction and it is predom-

inant at low frequency. From the duplex theory, above

1500 Hz, interaural level difference (ILD) prevails [50].

Since 1907, this simple theory has been expanded and it

has been demonstrated that the fluctuation of the enve-

lope of the signal, visualised with the interaural group
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delay (IGD), reinforce the prediction at high frequency

[8, 32]. Therefore, a prediction model that integrates

the different localisation indices ITD, IGD and ILD was

then used to display the behaviour of each system for

the entire frequency range.

The SoundField microphone, 12-, 8- and 32-sensor mi-

crophones as well as four synthetic first to fourth or-

der ambisonic systems were evaluated. The ambisonic

components of each system were decoded using the

mix decoder on twelve virtual loudspeakers evenly dis-

tributed around the listener. The binaural impulse re-

sponses corresponding to the twelve loudspeaker posi-

tions were imported from MIT measurements of a Ke-

mar dummy head and weighted by the respective am-

bisonics filter applied to each loudspeaker.

4.2.1 ITD

Busson et al. demonstrated that the most relevant ITD

estimation from a psychoacoustics point of you was

obtained with maxIACC methods [9]. The ITD cal-

culation was performed using Gaussian MaxIACCe.

This method uses the signal envelope of right and left

head related impulse responses (HRIR) and calculate

the maximum of intercorrelation between them, to take

into account high frequency variations [7]. A gaussian

envelope is then applied to the resulting signal of the

cross correlation to extract the maximal correlation in-

dex. The ITDs for the microphones (SoundField micro-

phone, 12-, 8-, 32-sensor microphones) and for the syn-

thetic first, second, third and fourth order systems are

displayed in figure 12. The ITDs of all systems are well

reproduced for the front and back positions whereas dis-

crepancies increase with a decreasing order for lateral

positions.

This showed that sound source lateralisation increased

along with the system order, giving an indication of the

HRIR reproduction quality for a centred listener. Previ-

ous studies that investigated first [30, 56, 47] and second

[56, 47] order ambisonic systems showed a deteriora-

tion of the simulated localisation cues and large locali-

sation errors.

Furthermore, apart from the synthetic 4th order system

and the 32-sensor microphone that had a good correla-

tion (98 %), the microphones performed less well than

the synthetic system of same order (correlation of 82 %

for the SoundField microphone and the synthetic first

order system, of 69 % for the 12-sensor microphone

and the synthetic second order system and 89 % for the

8-sensor microphone and the synthetic third order sys-

tem). This suggests that the non-ideal ambisonic com-

ponents from the microphones influenced the ITD re-

production.

4.2.2 Baskind’s model

The ITD calculation synthetically showed the influence

of the ambisonic order and of the microphone reproduc-

tion. In order to get closer to the mechanism of localisa-

tion, a model predicting the direction of a sound source

and developed by Baskind [3] was adapted to compare

the eight systems. The original model uses temporal

signals in input to calculate a global estimation of the

direction of the source in azimuth and elevation. In our

study, binaural responses in the horizontal plane only

were used to calculate a frequency-dependent estima-

tion of the source direction. The error was evaluated as

a function of frequency.
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Figure 12: ITD calculated with GaussianMaxIACCe

method for the four microphones and the four synthetic

systems of respective order one to four and target direc-

tion. Angle of the sound source is displayed along the

abscissa. 0◦ designates the frontal direction.

In order to analyse the reproduction on the entire fre-

quency range, the HRIR were divided in 24 equivalent

rectangular bandwidth (ERB) frequency bands from

100 Hz to 20 kHz. For each frequency band the inter

aural indices were calculated. MaxIACC method was

used the signal to calculate the ITD and on its envelope

to derive the IGD. The ILD was calculated dividing the

left and right spectrum for each frequency band.

The interaural indices calculated from a pair of HRIR

of one target source direction were compared to the in-

teraural indices calculated from a database composed of

HRIR from all space directions (limited by the spatial

sampling of the base). Figure 13 illustrates the different

steps.

The root mean square error d equation (4) estimated the

distance between the interaural indices of the target and

the ones of the database for each frequency band and for

all the directions of the database. Therefore, a minimal

Calcul of the distance between the indices

of the target system and the one from

the database, for each frequency band

and each angle.

Weighting between the different indices

depending on frequency

Database of HRIRs

Indices (ITD, IGD and ILD)

extracted for all azimuth angles,

on 24 ERB frequency bands 

An estimate of the sound source

direction as a function of frequency

HRIRs from the ambisonic system

Indices extracted for one

source direction on 24 ERB

frequency bands

Figure 13: Flow graph illustrating the different steps of

the adapted Baskind’s estimation model.

error corresponds to an estimation of the most likely tar-

get direction. For each frequency band, the contribution

of the interaural indices were then weighted, limiting

the prevalence of the ITD in high frequency and the one

of the IGD and ILD in low frequency. The transition

frequency between low an high frequencies was set at

1500 Hz.

d(θ, k) =

√√√√√√√√√

α(k) · (ITD(k)−itd0(θ,k))2

σ2
ITD(k)

+

β(k) · (IGD(k)−igd0(θ,k))2
σ2
IGD(k)

+

µ(k) · (ILD(k)−ild0(θ,k))2
σ2
ILD(k)

, (4)

θ is the azimuth angle, k the frequency band. ITD,

IGD and ILD are the interaural indices calculated

for each frequency band and itd0, igd0 and ild0 are

the nominal indices. σ2
ITD(k), σ

2
IGD(k) et σ2

ILD(k) are

the standard deviation corresponding to the estimation

noise of each index. α, β and µ are the weights to apply

to each corresponding index in the kth frequency band.

The Kemar dataset that has a 5◦ step between direc-

tions, was used. Intrinsically, the model has a lack of
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accuracy at low frequencies and an "estimation blur" in

between 1500 Hz and 3000 Hz. However the estimation

of the reproduced direction using Kemar’s HRIRs as

target system as well as database shows a perfect match

for the reproduced direction. An example for a sound

source direction of 120◦ is displayed in figure 15.

Figure 14 displays the estimation error of the repro-

duced direction as a function of frequency for the direc-

tions 0◦ and 120◦ for the eight systems (microphones

and their respective synthetic encoders of order one to

four). An error of zero means that the distance be-

tween the indices derived from the HRIRs of the am-

bisonic system and the ones derived from the HRIRs

database was null; so that the system was able to repro-

duce a correct localisation index for that target direc-

tion. For the eight ambisonic systems, the estimation

revealed an almost perfect match for front and back tar-

get directions. For the direction 0◦, only small errors

appeared (0.05 < d < 0.15) for the SoundField micro-

phone at 900 Hz and between 6 kHz and 8 kHz. The

error is increasing for lateral sound sources directions.

At 120◦ large errors appeared for the first order sys-

tems (d = 0.89 for the synthetic first order system and

d = 0.98 for the Sound Field microphone at 1400 Hz).

For the HOA systems, the error appears at higher fre-

quencies. Errors above 0.2 appeared at 3600 Hz for

the second order systems, at 4300 Hz for the third or-

der systems and above 11 kHz for the fourth order sys-

tems. Discrepancies were observed between synthetic

systems and microphones. The estimation showed big-

ger errors for the microphones than for the synthetic

systems of corresponding order.

Figure 16 displays the estimation error for the eight sys-
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Figure 14: Estimation of the reproduced direction for

0◦ and 120◦ for the frequency range 100 Hz - 18000 Hz

for the eight ambisonic systems.
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tems as a function of the azimuth. The under laterali-

sation can clearly be seen for the synthetic first order

system and the SoundField microphone from 700 Hz.

The estimation error decreases at high frequency with

systems of increasing order. Furthermore, the error is

minimal for the opposite direction lying on the cone of

confusion (60◦) for all the systems and for the same

frequency range as the target direction, unlike the ref-

erence estimation calculated with Kemar HRIRs (figure

15). This suggests that the reproduced direction could

either be 120◦ or 60◦.

To estimate the impairment introduced by each system

on the estimation of the target direction, a correlation

between the reference estimation and the one of each

ambisonic system was calculated. Table 4 displays the

correlation for seven target directions. As expected, a

very high correlation is shown for 0◦ and 180◦, de-

creasing for lateral directions. A discrepancy can be

observed between the synthetic system and the micro-

phones (of first, second and third order), revealing a

higher correlation with the synthetic systems. The two

fourth order systems show similar performances.

5 Discussion

In the objective and perceptive analysis the performance

of the system was dependent on the ambisonic order

and the source incidence. The reproduction of lateral

sources brought bigger errors, either in simulation or

during the localisation task, inducing a under laterali-

sation of the source. In a localisation test on first and

second ambisonics order systems, Pulkki et al. showed

a better localisation for a frontal source that decreased

for a lateral one [47]. Guastavino et al. using a first or-

der ambisonic system with an inphase decoder showed

a pronounce under lateralisation of the perceived source

directions from 60◦ and a lot of confusions [29]. De-

Sena et al. used a second order ambisonic system with

an inphase decoder and found also an obvious under

lateralisation [15]. Even though we used a decoder

developed to give the most accurate reproduced sound

field [25] and tested as such [6], under lateralisation of

source directions was also observed in our localisation

test for all the ambisonic systems. It is particularly ob-

vious for the SoundField microphone but this error is

visible on the results of all the systems, decreasing with

an increasing ambisonic order.

The theoretical deviation angle θdistortion (equation 3)

expresses, for each ambisonic order, the possible per-

ceived direction of the reproduced sound source as a

function of its incidence angle. Figure 12 illustrates the

reproduced ITD calculated for each system as a func-

tion of the source incidence. These two indices were

correlated for each system and their corresponding am-

bisonic order system, results of the correlation (ρITD)

are displayed in table 5. The computed deviation an-

gle and the ITD were well correlated individually for

each system. A global correlation taking into account

all systems was performed and resulted in 90% correla-

tion score.

Furthermore, the angular distortion displayed in figure

11 expresses the theoretical angular difference between

a reproduced and an ideal sound source direction as a

function of its incidence for each ambisonic order. This

theoretical angular distortion was correlated with the in-

terquartile range measured during the localisation test
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Azimuth 0◦ 30◦ 60◦ 90◦ 120◦ 150◦ 180◦

synthetic 1st order 1.00 0.71 0.77 0.66 0.75 0.77 1.00

SoundField microphone 0.98 0.77 0.64 0.53 0.60 0.81 0.99

synthetic 2nd order 1.00 0.89 0.88 0.82 0.90 0.92 1.00

12-sensor microphone 1.00 0.84 0.77 0.70 0.77 0.90 0.98

synthetic 3rd order 1.00 0.87 0.90 0.82 0.91 0.93 1.00

8-sensor microphone 1.00 0.87 0.73 0.65 0.78 0.90 1.00

synthetic 4th order 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.85 0.91 0.96 1.00

32-sensor microphone 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.85 0.92 0.96 1.00

Table 4: Correlation between the estimation of the source direction computed with Kemar and the ones computed

with the eight ambisonic systems for the target directions 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦, 180◦

Systems Order ρITD ρiqr

SoundField 1 86% 83%

12-sensor 2 94% 85%

8-sensor 3 97% 76%

32-sensor 4 98% 42%

synthetic 4th order 4 99% 79%

Table 5: Correlation between the theoretical indices,

objective criteria and subjective results. The third col-

umn displays the correlation ρITD between the theo-

retical deviation angle and the calculated ITD for each

system. Fourth column displays the correlation ρiqr

between the theoretical angular distortion and the in-

terquartile range for each system.

for each system (ρiqr in table 5). A correlation of more

than 80% was found for the first and second order sys-

tems and a correlation of 76% and 79% were obtained

for the SoundField microphone and the synthetic 4th

order respectively. Only the 32-sensor microphone ob-

tained a correlation of 46%. Part of this low correlation

was due to the error around the direction 120◦. How-

ever, even if this direction was removed from the anal-

ysis, a 69% correlation was obtained. The angular dis-

tortion assumed a 0◦ error in front and in the back of

the listener, which systems did not achieve in practice.

The interquartile range had smaller values across the

different angles so the correlation was not as high as the

correlation with the ITD indices. However, the overall

shape of the results matched the angular distortion.

From the objective evaluation of the various systems,

the ITD and the Baskind’s model showed that the per-

formance of the 8- and 12-sensor microphones did not

reach the performance of their respective synthetic sys-

tems, whereas the 32-sensor microphone showed sim-
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ilar results as the synthetic 4th order system. The lo-

calisation test shows no significant differences between

the results for the synthetic fourth order system and the

ones for the 32-sensor microphone. This suggest that

the ambisonic components of the first, second and third

order microphones impaired the sound field reproduc-

tion, even if the SoundField microphone components

seemed to be well reproduced on the entire frequency

range (table 3).

Nevertheless, using more components increased the

accuracy even if the components were not perfectly re-

produced on the entire frequency range. Indeed the

higher order ambisonic systems showed a more accu-

rate reproduction than the first order one.

However, the 12- and 8-sensor microphones (second

and third order) did not show significant differences in

the localisation test. Either the third order components

did not bring improvement on the precision of the re-

produced sound field compared to a second order sys-

tem or the microphone impairment had an influence on

the reproduced sound field. From the spatial correlation

analysis (table 3), the components of the 8-sensor mi-

crophone were well reproduced on a non optimal lim-

ited frequency range. Consequently the performance

of such system became equivalent to a second order

system. This suggests that the influence of the non-

optimal encoding is prominent if the HOA components

are reproduced on a limited frequency range. On an-

other hand the higher order ambisonics components of

the 32-sensor microphone were reproduced on a lim-

ited frequency range as well but the results were much

less affected. This range was admittedly larger than the

one of the 8-sensor microphone especially at high fre-

quency.

6 Conclusion

This study aimed at evaluating objectively and percep-

tively the spatial resolution of a sound field reproduced

by first and higher order ambisonics systems of dif-

ferent complexities. First, a localisation test on a se-

ries of microphones of first order (SoundField micro-

phone), second order (12-sensor microphone), third or-

der (8-sensor microphone) and fourth order (32-sensor

microphone) and a synthesis 4th order encoder was pre-

sented. An objective criterion based on the energy vec-

tor’s norm was defined, and predicted the distortion an-

gle of a reproduced sound source as a function of its

incidence angle. The sound field was then simulated at

the listener’s ears and localisation indices were calcu-

lated. The perceptive and objective evaluation revealed

that the ambisonic order as well as the microphones had

an influence on the reproduced sound sources. Further-

more, the accuracy depending on the source incidence

showing a good reproduction for frontal, and to some

extent back sources, even with low order. The accuracy

decreased for lateral sources where under lateralisation

appeared, especially for low order systems.
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Figure 9: Perceived angle as a function of target angle for the five systems
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Figure 16: Estimation of the reproduced direction 120◦ using Baskind’s model for the synthetic systems of order 1

to 4 and their corresponding microphones. The estimation is displayed for the frequency range 100 Hz - 18000 Hz.
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